Creative Features

The top two keys on the left panel are reserved for the Creative Feature effects of each cut. The Creative Feature keys included on Cricut Solution™ cartridges are Shadow and Blackout.

When selected, the Shadow Feature creates a proportionately larger shadow image of every character that is selected. When the Shadow Feature is active, the Shadow key will be backlit in green.

The Blackout Feature is the solid version of the base shape. When the Blackout feature is active, the Blackout key will be backlit in green.

To use a Creative Feature key, just select it prior to pressing the CF button. The characters displayed on the screen will then be cut in the style of the selected Creative Feature.

1P: A feature can be selected before or after a character has been selected, but before the CF button is pressed. Once pressed, a feature key will remain lit until it is turned off in one of the following ways: the feature key is pressed a second time, or the Reset All key is pressed.

Layers

Some of the base keys have coordinating layer characters. These are represented on the keypad overlay in gray. To cut a layer just press the 1P key once, then press your selection on the keypad overlay.

For complete instructions see your Cricut® user manual or visit www.cricut.com

Cricut Solutions: Cricut designs tailored to meet your specific project needs.

Solutions Cricut®: Les designs Cricut® ont été créés pour satisfaire les besoins spécifiques de votre projet.